Abstract-Metallo-dielectric electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures are studied in the millimeter regime with a finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulator. Several EBG waveguiding structures are considered for millimeter-wave power splitting, switching and filtering operations. It is demonstrated that triangular EBG structures lend themselves naturally to the design of Y-power splitters. Square EBG structures with circular and square rods are shown to lead naturally to straight in-line waveguide filter applications. Comparisons between EBG millimeter-wave waveguide filters formed with dielectric and metallic rods are given. It is shown that high quality broad bandwidth, millimeter-wave bandstop filters can be realized with square EBG structures with circular metallic rods. It is demonstrated that multiple bandstop performance in a single device can be obtained by cascading together multiple EBG millimeter-wave waveguide filters. It is also demonstrated that one can control the electromagnetic power flow in these millimeter-wave EBG waveguide devices by introducing additional local defects. It is shown that the Y-power splitter can be made reconfigurable by using imposed current distributions to achieve these local defects and, consequently, that a millimeter-wave EBG switch can be realized.
INTRODUCTION
Since the recent rediscovery of their usefulness in the optics area, finite periodic structures that exhibit band gap effects have led to an explosion of activity throughout the frequency spectrum. The so-called photonic band gap (PBG) structure has become a very important subject in the optics regime. For instance, nanometer and micron sized PBG devices are currently being explored to enhance the performance of microcavity laser mirrors and for their applications in a variety of optical systems associated with communications, data storage, and computing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In the microwave area numerous research groups are using microwave band gap (MBG) structures, for example, to modify the frequency performance of microstrip lines, to suppress surface wave modes associated with microstrip fed patch antennas and to enhance the radiation characteristics of a variety of wire antennas [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In particular, they have also been used recently to achieve reconfigurable, planar cavity resonators and filters [26, 27] .
To achieve a more consistent terminology and to address the concerns of microwave engineers that the descriptor "PBG" is inappropriate for microwave devices and their applications, a structure that produces an absence of a response in either frequency or wavenumber (band gap) for some polarization or angle of incidence or vector orientation (electromagnetic properties) will be denoted here as an electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structure. This terminology encompasses the frequency regimes from quasi-statics to light and beyond.
A number of metallo-dielectric EBG structures have been studied extensively [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . They have been shown to have several important properties that could be exploited in the optical regime for a variety of applications. What is shared in common between these structures is the presence of one material type that is highly dispersive and leads to a large negative permittivity in the frequency region of interest, hence, high reflectivity there. This is particularly true at optical frequencies where dispersive effects occur even for copper, silver, or gold conductors. This is due to the fact that at such high frequencies, the imaginary part of the index of refraction can be larger than its real part. Lorentz or Drude (Lorentz model with zero resonance frequency) material models for the metal are needed rather than a simple conductivity model. These frequency dependent material models have been included readily in FDTD simulators for these EBG applications. The ability of the FDTD approach (see [40] [41] for extensive reviews on this approach and its applications) to model dispersive materials has been demonstrated by several research groups. For example, our FDTD simulator also has been used recently to study material dispersive effects in EBG structures [42] . This allowed the study of metallo-dielectric EBG structures in the optics regime; e.g., layered structures formed from alternating layers of dielectrics and metals excited at optical frequencies. Note, however, that at millimeter wavelengths the simple, frequency independent bulk conductivity model is still generally an adequate description of a metal such as copper. This greatly simplifies the millimeter wave simulations to be considered here.
The FDTD approach has several advantages for modeling EBG structures. It can readily incorporate a variety of complex materials. It can deal with the very complex geometries associated with EBG structures themselves and their integration with other devices. It can handle either single cycle and multi-cycle excitations; this allows investigations of the broad and narrow bandwidth responses of an EBG structure from a single simulation environment. For example, our 3D-FDTD simulator has been used to model an EBG structure that achieved an electronically controlled, reconfigurable EBG filter [43] .
It has also been demonstrated that EBG structures can be used across the frequency spectrum to form extremely narrow bandwidth filters and extremely small waveguiding structures and devices [1, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Waveguide channels in a regular EBG structure are formed by the removal of particular sets of objects from which it is constructed. For instance, for optical communication applications a typical wavelength is 1.5 µm in silicon, λ Si = λ/n Si ∼ 430 nm. If an EBG structure consisted of a square lattice of vertical, circular air holes in a horizontal Si slab, an optical waveguide can be formed in the slab by refilling, for example, one column of the air holes. The remaining air holes act to form the walls of the waveguide. Fundamental mode operation in such a EBG waveguide can be achieved if the separation between the air holes surrounding the refilled column is slightly larger than λ Si /2 = 215 nm. The use of these defect EBG structures as nanometer waveguiding environments may provide a means to achieve photonic nano-circuits.
Because of the wavelength scaling of EBG structures, they also have significant potential for important applications in the millimeterwave regime. This paper investigates the use of the FDTD approach to model the behavior of EBG waveguiding structures for millimeter wave power splitting, switching and filtering operations. The emphasis on the millimeter wave applications is encouraged by the acknowledgment that many filtering operations in the microwave integrated circuit (MIC) regime, say in the X-band region, can be achieved with other well-known planar structures, e.g., stub tuners. However, because the structure sizes decrease as the frequency proceeds into the millimeter wave regime, e.g., at 300 GHz a λ/4 stub is 250 µm long, and, thus, fabrication tolerances become more stringent, alternative approaches to achieve devices for millimeter wave integrated circuit (MMIC) applications need to be explored. The FDTD simulator used in the present EBG waveguide analysis has been validated previously with modeling of those optical waveguiding structures and devices [54] [55] [56] [57] . Those studies dealt with basic optical sub-wavelength waveguiding structures in square and triangular EBG structures formed in a dielectric substrate with air holes or metallic rods and fed by dielectric waveguides, as well as free-space beams scattering from EBG structures formed from a set of dielectric or metallic rods. The triangular EBG structures lend themselves to the design of Y-power splitters. Square EBG structures with circular and square rods naturally lead to straight waveguide filter applications or to waveguides with right angle bends. By introducing further defects into the EBG structures, we have demonstrated that control of the electromagnetic power flow in these EBG waveguides can be achieved and that with such additional defects, defect-based resonators, filters, and switches can be realized, as has been demonstrated experimentally at microwave frequencies [26, 27, 43] . Emphasis will be given to metallo-dielectric EBG structures and all EBG structures will be characterized with our FDTD simulator. Dielectric waveguides are commonly found in millimeter wave applications. Only Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) substrates will be considered here. The integration of copper-based EBG structures with these dielectric waveguides leads to several interesting devices that are efficient and small in size. It will be demonstrated that triangular EBG structures lend themselves to the design of millimeter wave Y-power splitters. Moreover, it will be shown how reconfigurability of the Ypower splitter can be achieved by using imposed current distributions and, consequently, how a millimeter-wave EBG switch can be realized. A basic in-line waveguide filter will be designed with EBG structures with circular rods. Results will be presented to illustrate that a broad bandwidth, millimeter wave bandstop filter can be achieved. By varying the EBG structure, the center frequency of the filter can be changed. Thus, by cascading multiple EBG structure filters, multiple bandstop performance can be realized in a single device. Contrasts between filters realized with square EBG structures with square metal rods and circular and square air holes will be given.
FDTD SIMULATOR
The millimeter wave configurations that were investigated consist of an EBG structure formed in a dielectric block by embedding metallic (and dielectric) posts within it. The EBG structure is fed with one dielectric waveguide. In the case of the Y-power splitter, it has two output ports, each consisting of a single dielectric waveguide of the same type. The basic FDTD simulation region corresponding to this case is shown in Fig. 1 . In the in-line filter case, only a single output dielectric waveguide of the same type is present and is an extension of the input waveguide.
Note that only semi-infinite (2D) EBG structures were considered for this study. The slab waveguides and the rods (holes) were oriented with their infinite dimension along the y-axis. The FDTD simulations were then restricted to the TE case (E y , H x , and H z field components) since this field configuration allows the EBG structure to have its largest effect when the rods are metal, i.e., the electric field on the high conductivity cylinders becomes extremely small, E y = E tan ∼ 0. They will thus force a large perturbation in the electric field distribution within the dielectric block. Only square cells of sidelength ∆ were used in the FDTD lattice. The z-axis was taken to be along the length of the waveguide; the x-axis was taken to be along the transverse dimension of the waveguide.
In all of the cases reported below, the background medium was free space. The dielectric material was selected to be GaAs. The material constants are = 13.0032 0 , µ = µ 0 , σ = 0.0 [58] . The waveguides were taken to be 20 FDTD cells wide unless otherwise noted. The center frequency for all the simulations was set at f 0 = 100 GHz, which corresponds to a free space wavelength λ 0 = 3.0 mm. The wavelength in the waveguide is thus λ g = λ 0 / √ 13.0032 = 832 µm. The cell size was set at ∆ = λ 0 /115 in all of the cases reported below. It was found that with this choice the resulting waveguide width d = 0.627λ g produced desired results nearly centered about f 0 . Moreover, this discretization value produces very accurate simulation results. This waveguide width is slightly larger than half of the center wavelength in the dielectric; hence, there should be only the fundamental symmetric mode present in the EBG waveguide. The metal rods were taken to be copper, which has the material properties = 0 + iσ/ω, where σ = 5.8 × 10 7 S/m, and µ = µ 0 . Thus, the loss tangent in the metal rods was σ/(ω 0 ) = 8.02 × 10 5 ; hence, they were treated as metals obeying Ohm's Law, i.e., a simple conductivity model was used. Some comparisons of cases using dielectric rather than metallic rods will be mentioned below; in these cases, the rods were air-filled holes. Any rods that are removed from the EBG lattice to form the defect waveguides are re-filled with the GaAs substrate.
The incident waveguide field is launched from a total field/scattered field boundary [40] . It is defined by the product of spatial and temporal distributions. The initial spatial distribution is defined by the lowest order, dominant symmetric mode for the dielectric slab waveguide corresponding to the input waveguide. To produce this mode, one is required ( [59] , 159-164) to solve the guidance condition (transcendental) equation for the transverse wavenumber, k x , in the waveguide.
A simple root solving program was written in order to find k x whenever the waveguide configuration changed. The time history of the driving field at the total-field/scattered-field plane was chosen to be the multiple cycle m − n − m pulse:
where T p = 2π/ω 0 = 1/f 0 is the period of one cycle and the threederivative smooth window functions g on (t) = 10.0x 
where
The m − n − m pulse is a sinusoidal signal that has a smooth windowed turn-on for m cycles, a constant amplitude for n-cycles, and then a smooth windowed turn-off for m-cycles; hence, it has an adjustable bandwidth (through the total number of cycles m + n + m) centered at the frequency f 0 . For all of the cases considered below, both the broad bandwidth 3-cycle, 1 − 1 − 1 pulse and the narrow bandwidth 200-cycle, 5 − 190 − 5 pulse were used to probe the EBG structures. The simulation region is terminated with the two dimensional version of the lossy 2TDLM ABC (absorbing boundary condition) [60] [61] [62] . This form of the ABC allows one to extend the input and output dielectric waveguides completely into the ABC regions. The 2TDLM ABC layers were taken to be 10 cells thick with a quadratic spatial variation; they were optimized by running several waveguide only cases (pick a value for the maximum loss parameter in the layers, launch the pulse into the waveguide, let the pulse propagate along the waveguide and interact with the ABC layers, and then measure the size of the reflected pulse). For the 3 cycle pulse cases, reflections smaller than −75 dB were achieved over the frequency band of interest.
The EBG structure consisted of either the triangular (2a) or the square lattice (2b) configurations shown in Fig. 2 . The triangular lattice EBG structures under consideration consisted of 13 columns × 30 rows of circular copper cylinders embedded in the GaAs block. The radius of each cylinder was r = 5.0∆; the horizontal distance between the centers of the cylinders was offset = 15.0∆; and the vertical distance between the centers of the cylinders was a/2 = 9.0∆. The size of the entire Y-power splitter device was 14 offset × 16a = 210∆ × 288∆ = 1.826λ 0 × 2.504λ 0 = 41.15 mm 2 . The waveguides within the EBG structure were formed by removing a particular set of cylinders. Again, the waveguide width was 20 cells, i.e., 2(offset − r) = 20∆. The total problem size was 538 cells long in z and 340 cells wide in x. These simulations were run with ∆t at 1.0 times the Courant limit for 10,000 time steps. The square lattice EBG structures under consideration below for the in-line filters consisted of 11 columns×30 rows of circular (and square) copper cylinders embedded in the GaAs block. The distance between the centers of each rod was a = 16.0∆; each circular rod has a radius r = 6.0∆. The size of the entire in-line filter was 14a × 31a = 224∆ × 496∆ = 1.948λ 0 × 4.313λ 0 = 75.62 mm 2 . The corresponding square rods had a sidelength of 2r. The total problem size was 850 cells long in z and 320 cells wide in x. These simulations were run with ∆t at 1.0 times the Courant limit for 10,000 time steps.
The electromagnetic behavior of the various EBG structures were characterized by various power transmission and reflection coefficients. They were obtained by measuring the electric and magnetic fields at all of the points on specified surfaces in the FDTD mesh, fast Fourier transforming each of these time histories, forming the time-averaged Poynting's vector components associated with each point on this surface, and then forming the total time-averaged Poynting's vector through those surfaces by summing over all of the points on that surface the time-averaged Poynting's vector flux values associated with each point. In all the cases discussed below, the total power was obtained across the input waveguide 10 cells from the total field/scattered field plane into the scattered field region (reflected power spectrum), across the input waveguide 2a before the EBG structure (input power spectrum) and across each of the output waveguides 2a after the EBG structure (transmitted power spectrum). Thus, with one broad bandwidth pulse simulation the frequency domain transfer function of the finite EBG structure was generated. When desired, the optimal operating frequency was determined and the corresponding narrow bandwidth excitation cases were run to characterize the performance of the device at a selected frequency.
SIMULATION RESULT
Using the FDTD simulator, results were obtained for the Y-power splitter with no defect, for the Y-power splitter with an additional defect to cause a switch in the flow of power, and for the in-line filter. These results are presented below. It is demonstrated that the triangular EBG structures provides the construction of an effective power splitter; that a single defect can effectively switch the power flow from both arms into one arm of the Y-power splitter; and that the square EBG structure provides the construction of an effective, in-line broad stopband filter.
Y-Power Splitter Results
The two-dimensional triangular EBG FDTD configuration shown in Fig. 3 (and defined explicitly in Fig. 2a ) was considered. In this figure the shaded regions are GaAs (the waveguides and the EBG background substrate) and the black regions are the locations of the metallic rods. The 3-cycle broad bandwidth input pulse results are summarized in Fig. 4 .
The normalized spectra of the input waveguide pulse, the reflected waveguide pulse and the waveguide pulse exiting the power splitter through the right arm (the left arm values are the same) are presented. They have been normalized by the peak of the power spectrum of the input waveguide pulse. Several noticeable aspects of the data deserve comment.
The fact that there are peaks in the reflected power spectrum which exceed at a few frequencies the input power is explained as follows. The input power represents the power measured only within the input dielectric waveguide. It does not take into account the input power that exists outside of the waveguide. The reflected and transmitted powers are also measured, respectively, only within the input and the output wave guides. However, with the reflected power sampling surface being within the near field of the entire EBG structure, the power scattered from the entire EBG structure will also be collected there. When the reflectivity within the waveguide is close to one, this additional power can cause these anomalous features. One way to avoid this situation would be to extend the simulation region away from the EBG structure and measure the reflected field in the waveguide much farther away from it. This does significantly increase the computational costs of the simulations. Another issue is the the short pulse, hence broad bandwidth, nature of the excitation. There is no convenient way to time-gate the data to avoid these unwanted contributions. The reflected power has contributions from the reflections occurring at the input port, the Y-junction, and from the output ports (no transmitted power), as well as power re-radiated from the entire EBG structure. These power contributions all arrive at the measurement port at different times. Finally, numerical noise will corrupt the data some. Note that these anomalous features commonly appear in the Fourier transform data when there is negligible output power; they do not appear in the time histories of the fields. This behavior is again apparent in the total power summations. For instance, there is a peak in the transmitted power and a null in the reflected power near the center frequency of the input power at f/f 0 = 1.0051 as expected. However, the total reflected power is 3.85% of the input power; the total power output from the device is 2 × 48.41% = 96.82% of the input power. Knowing that some small amount of power resides in the EBG structure or has been radiated from it, this about 0.67% too much power, at least. Nonetheless, these values are within the numerical noise and they are reasonably good approximations of those found below with the narrow bandwidth excitation.
Notice, however, that the suspect reflected and transmitted power features also indicate that significant broad bandwidth stopband filtering can be achieved with such a triangular EBG structure. This observation actually encouraged the in-line filter investigations summarized below.
Using f = f 0 as the center frequency of the input signal for the narrow bandwidth excitation, the EBG structure's performance was characterized. The electric field intensity in the simulation space, once steady state operation is achieved, is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the location of the total field/scattered field source plane is apparent in this figure about one-third of the way down from the end of the input waveguide. The impact of the interfaces between the input dielectric waveguide and the dielectric boundaries of the EBG region, and the two output dielectric waveguides and that EBG region, can also be ascertained from this figure.
The measured time histories were appropriately truncated to account for the time of arrivals of the fields at the reflected and transmitted field collection ports. The resulting steady state spectra of the input waveguide pulse, the reflected waveguide pulse and the waveguide pulse exiting the power splitter through the right arm (the left arm values are the same) are presented in Fig. 6 . They have been normalized by the peak of the power spectrum of the input waveguide pulse. The total reflected power is 4.22% of the input power; the total power output from the device is 2 × 47.78% = 95.56% of the input power. Thus at the center frequency, about 0.22% of the input power is stored in the EBG structure or radiated into free space. These values correspond to an S 11 = −27.50 dB and an insertion loss of −0.39 dB; they indicate that this EBG-based Y-power splitter could be a very efficient millimeter-wave device. 
Y-Power Splitter Switch Results
By introducing an additional post into the triangular EBG configuration, as shown in Fig. 7 , one can force the flow of electromagnetic power into the right arm. In this figure the shaded regions are again GaAs (the waveguides and the EBG background substrate) and the black regions are the locations of the metallic rods. Note again that the location of the total field/scattered field source plane is apparent in this figure about one-third of the way down from the end of the input waveguide. The location of the additional control defect rod is also apparent. The impact of the interfaces between the input dielectric waveguide and the dielectric boundaries of the EBG region, and the two output dielectric waveguides and that EBG region, can again be ascertained from this figure.
This control defect configuration was tested with the narrow bandwidth excitation centered at f 0 . The electric field intensity in the simulation space once steady state operation is achieved is shown in Fig. 8 . The measured time histories were appropriately truncated to account for the time of arrivals of the fields at the reflected and transmitted field collection ports. The resulting steady state spectra of the input waveguide pulse, the reflected waveguide pulse and the waveguide pulse exiting the power splitter through the right arm (the left arm values are the same) are presented in Fig. 9 . They have been normalized by the peak of the power spectrum of the input waveguide pulse. The total reflected power is 14.98% of the input power; the total power output from the device is 84.90% of the input power. Thus at the center frequency, about 0.12% of the input power is now stored in the EBG structure or radiated into free space. These values correspond to an S 11 = −16.49 dB and an insertion loss of −1.42 dB. Clearly, the additional post does switch a majority of the power from the left arm into the right arm. It also increases the amount of reflected power. The smallness of the waveguiding environment coupled with the abrupt change at the junction produces this larger reflected power value.
It must be emphasized that this configuration could be used as a switch to control the flow of electromagnetic power in a MMIC application. How could one achieve the presence of an additional metallic rod in the dielectric block? The following solution is proposed.
Consider introducing a steady state current filament into the 
Consequently, if ω p were large enough so that f p f = 100 GHz, i.e., if enough electrons were present, then eff < 0 and the current filament would become reflective at the desired operating frequency.
To maintain the EBG and additional defect geometry, one could consider replacing the defect rod with a current filament of the same radius, r = 5 cells, as the metallic rod it is supposed to mimic. A practical realization of the 2D EBG structure occurs if the height of the GaAs slab were restricted to a sub-wavelength size (total internal reflection would then provide the waveguiding effect in this third dimension and no higher order modes would be allowed). Thus, let this height h = λ 0 /(2.77 √ ) = 300 µm and assume a 1 V potential is applied across the height of the slab. Since the resistivity of undoped GaAs is ρ = 3.7 × 10 6 ohm-m [63] , the resulting current would be 
Thus the current filament would indeed look like a metallic object to waves whose frequency is f 0 . This result then implies that by reconfiguring the Y-power splitter with a "current post", an effective millimeter-wave switch could be realized. Note that this result also implies that with two current elements, one for each output waveguide mouth, an effective device could be achieved that could mimic the function of a circulator without the presence of a magnetic material. Moreover, this current filament result implies, in principle, that the entire EBG structure could be constructed from an array of current filaments. This concept leads to the possibility of an entirely reconfigurable EBG structure in the millimeter wavelength regime with a large number of switchable input or output ports.
In-Line Filter Results
The square lattice EBG in-line filter configuration is shown in Fig. 10 . In this figure the shaded regions are again GaAs (the waveguides and the EBG background substrate) and the black regions are the locations of the metallic rods. The EBG structure consisted of 11 columns × 31 rows, the center column being removed and replaced by the slab waveguide. The distance between the centers and the radii of the metal posts were, as indicated in Fig. 2b , a = 16 and r = 6, respectively. This in-line filter was tested with the broad bandwidth 3-cycle input pulse. The resulting spectra of the input waveguide pulse, the reflected waveguide pulse and the waveguide pulse transmitted through the filter are shown in Fig. 11 . They have been normalized by the peak of the power spectrum of the input waveguide pulse. The stopband is centered at 1.20f 0 = 120 GHz. The full bandwidth of the filter is 6.0 GHz or 5.0%, which is quite broad. This in-line filter was then driven with the narrow bandwidth excitation at 1.20f 0 . The measured time histories were appropriately truncated to account for the time of arrivals of the fields at the reflected and transmitted field collection ports. It was found that the total reflected power was 94.03% of the input power; the total power output from the device was 1.75% of the input power. This corresponds to a S 11 = −0.53 dB and S 12 = −35.15 dB. The remaining power mainly remained within the field structure of the device; i.e., to achieve the filtering response, the appropriate field interference effects must ramp up within the EBG structure. Once the driving pulse leaves the EBG structure, the structure itself rings down and emits power into the input and output waveguides.
It has been shown previously at optical frequencies [9] that maintaining the waveguide size while using thicker rods pushes the center frequency of the stopband to lower values; that air holes rather than metallic rods cause the structure to have a much more complex, less desirable filtering behavior; that more rows will enhance the amount of filtering; that square rods rather than circular rods produce narrower stopbands, but require more rows to achieve similar levels of filtering; and that composite filters to achieve multiple stopbands can be constructed by cascading the appropriate EBG structures immediately one after the other with no gaps in between them. As expected, the same behaviors were obtained in this millimeter-wave regime.
CONCLUSIONS
A variety of results were presented that demonstrate the effectiveness of metallo-dielectric EBG structures in the millimeter-wave regime. A Y-power splitter was demonstrated that utilized a triangular EBG structure. A reconfigurable switch concept was demonstrated that utilized the introduction of a current filament to produce the same effects as a metallic post to block the flow of electromagnetic power into one arm of the Y-power splitter. A completely reconfigurable EBG structure could be achieved with this concept. An integrated millimeter-wave stopband filter was demonstrated.
Throughout, the FDTD simulation approach proved to be a very effective and versatile method to model these complex combinations of materials and structures.
Even more complicated EBG configurations can be modeled with the FDTD approach. More complex materials and structures are readily included. This flexibility of the FDTD simulator makes it a very useful design tool for use in EBG device investigations, whether they are studied in the microwave, millimeter or optical wave regimes.
